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Sustainable systems as organisms?
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Abstract

Schr̈odinger [Schr̈odinger, E., 1944. What is Life? Cambridge University Press, Cambridge] marvelled at how the organism is
able to use metabolic energy to maintain and even increase its organisation, which could not be understood in terms of classical
statistical thermodynamics. Ho [Ho, M.W., 1993. The Rainbow and the Worm, The Physics of Organisms, World Scientific,
Singapore; Ho, M.W., 1998a. The Rainbow and the Worm, The Physics of Organisms, 2nd (enlarged) ed., reprinted 1999,
2001, 2003 (available online from ISIS website www.i- sis.org.uk)] outlined a novel “thermodynamics of organised complexity”
based on a nested dynamical structure that enables the organism to maintain its organisation and simultaneously achieve non-
equilibrium and equilibrium energy transfer at maximum efficiency. This thermodynamic model of the organism is reminiscent
of the dynamical structure of steady state ecosystems identified by Ulanowicz [Ulanowicz, R.E., 1983. Identifying the structure
of cycling in ecosystems. Math. Biosci. 65, 210–237; Ulanowicz, R.E., 2003. Some steps towards a central theory of ecosystem
dynamics. Comput. Biol. Chem. 27, 523–530].
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The healthy organism excels in maintaining its organisation and keeping away from thermodynamic equilibrium –
another name – and in reproducing and providing for future generations. In those respects, it is the ideal sustainable s
propose therefore to explore the common features between organisms and ecosystems, to see how far we can analys
systems in agriculture, ecology and economics as organisms, and to extract indicators of the system’s health or sust

We find that looking at sustainable systems as organisms provides fresh insights on sustainability, and offers diagno
for sustainability that reflect the system’s health.

In the case of ecosystems, those diagnostic criteria of health translate into properties such as biodiversity and pr
the richness of cycles, the efficiency of energy use and minimum dissipation. In the case of economic systems, the
into space-time differentiation or organised heterogeneity, local autonomy and sufficiency at appropriate levels, recip
equality of exchange, and most of all, balancing the exploitation of natural resources – real input into the system – a
ability of the ecosystem to regenerate itself.
© 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. What is life?

Schr̈odinger (1944)wrote: “It is by avoiding the
rapid decay into the inert state of ‘equilibrium’ that an
organism appears so enigmatic. . . What an organism
feeds upon is negative entropy. Or, to put it less para-
doxically, the essential thing in metabolism is that the
organism succeeds in freeing itself from all the entropy
it cannot help producing while alive.”

In a footnote, Schr̈odinger admitted that by “nega-
tive entropy”, he perhaps should have said free energy;
but the latter did not really have the right connotation.
What he wished to capture was the ability of the organ-
ism, not only to avoid the effects of entropy production
– as dictated by the second law of thermodynamics
– but to do just the opposite, to increase in organi-
sation, which intuitively, seems like the converse of
entropy.

Schr̈odinger was struggling to make explicit the inti-
mate relationship between energy and organisation. To
make progress, we need to see life with fresh eyes.

By half accident, one of us discovered that all living
organisms look like a dynamic liquid crystal display
when viewed under the polarising light microscope
that geologists use to look at rock crystals and other
birefringent materials (Ho and Lawrence, 1993; Ho
et al., 1996; Ross et al., 1997). The fact that living
moving organisms, with all their molecules churn-
ing around transforming energy could appear like a
dynamic liquid crystal display is evidence that living
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2. Sustainable systems as organisms?

Looking at sustainable systems as organisms is not
such an outrageously novel or outlandish idea. The idea
of ‘ecosystem as organism’ is hardly foreign to ecol-
ogy; Clements (1916)was an ardent champion early
last century, although ecologists in general had roundly
rejected it after the mid 1950s.

Here, we use the term ‘organism’ without invoking
consciousness or will, or that it need follow a rigid pro-
gramme of development. AsUlanowicz (2001)pointed
out, subtracting those still leaves one with a significant
residuum of organic-like behaviour, such as homeosta-
sis, and dynamic wholeness or coherence that is the
hallmark of an organism.

At a Royal Society conference,Abrupt Climate
Change (2003), many speakers drew attention to
records from the ice and deep-sea cores, which showed
detailed globally correlated changes in temperature and
carbon dioxide concentrations on our planet, going
back at least 800,000 years. These do give the impres-
sion that the earth has been behaving from moment to
moment as one coherent whole, rather like a ‘super-
organism’ – called Gaia by Jim Lovelock – that has
sustained life for billions of years (Bunyard et al.,
2003).

But the organism can be sick, as the earth’s ecosys-
tem has been sickened by the excessive and wasteful
uses of fossil fuel since industrialization, and abrupt cli-
mate change is happening, according to the gathering
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rganisms are coherent (organised) to a high de
ight down to the alignment and motions of the p
ein molecules in their tissues and cells (Ho, 1993
998a).

There is obviously something very special ab
he way the organism uses energy that harks ba
chr̈odinger’s “negative entropy”, which will be ma
ore explicit in a reformulation of thermodynam

presented in detail elsewhere (Ho, 1998a)). This turns
ut to have features in common with the dynam
tructure of ecosystems thatUlanowicz (1983, 2003
as identified previously. We shall explore the si

arities between sustainable ecosystems and econ
ystems on the one hand and the ideal organism
he other, with a view to extracting diagnostic sign
ealth or sustainability for the system concerned.

iminary versions of these ideas were presented ea
Ho, 1997, 1998b).
f experts. That is presumably why we are incre
ngly suffering extremes of climate, heat waves, floo
roughts, hurricanes, accelerated melting of the p

ce caps and the sea levels rising.
One of the most important questions raised by

ate change is whether we can still grow enough
o feed ourselves.

LesterBrown (2003)of the Earth Policy Institut
rites of the dire state of our planet, and rightly blam

he economy: “We have built an environmental bub
conomy, one where economic output is artifici

nflated by overconsumption of the earth’s natu
ssets. The challenge today is to deflate the bu
efore it bursts.” Furthermore, he thinks that the m
ulnerable economic sector may be food.

The United Nations Food and Agricultural Orga
ation (FAO) defines food security as follows: “Wh
ll people, at all times, have physical and econo
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access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet
their dietary needs and food preferences for an active
and healthy live.”

For that to be satisfied under climate change, we
need sustainable agriculture as well as a sustainable
economy.

For one thing, conventional industrial agriculture is
heavily dependent on oil and water (Odum, 1971), both
fast diminishing; conventional industrial agriculture
is very energy intensive, and becoming increasingly
unproductive as temperature soars during the grow-
ing season and the soil is eroded and depleted (Brown,
2003). Climate change will force us to adopt sustain-
able, low input agriculture to genuinely feed the world,
and to ameliorate its worst consequences (Goldsmith,
2004).

Thus, it is important to discover what makes a sys-
tem sustainable, as EugeneOdum (1969)has long
championed, both in agriculture and in economics, and
how we may restore a system to health.

3. How organisms make a living

Sustainability has become a buzzword, co-opted by
many when they mean the opposite. So rather than
defining it, we shall try to show that there is a lot we can
learn about sustainability by studying how organisms
sustain themselves, i.e., keep alive and well.

The pre-requisite for keeping away from thermo-
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an obviously nested physical structure. Our body is
enclosed and protected by a rather tough skin, but we
can exchange energy and material with the outside,
as we need to, we eat, breathe and excrete. Within the
body, there are organs, tissues and cells, each with a
certain degree of autonomy and closure. Within the
cells there are numerous intracellular compartments
that operate more or less autonomously from the rest
of the cell. And within each compartment, there are
molecular complexes doing different things, such as
transcribing genes, making proteins and extracting
energy from our food. More importantly, the activities
in all those compartments, from the microscopic to the
macroscopic are perfectly orchestrated, which is why
the organism looks like a dynamic liquid crystalline
display, as explained earlier.

The key to understanding the thermodynamics of
the living system may not be energy flow, as sug-
gested previously (Prigogine, 1967;Morowitz, 1968;
Ulanowicz, 1983), as much as energy capture and stor-
age under energy flow (Fig. 1). Energy flow is of no
consequence unless the energy can be trapped and
stored within the system, where it is mobilised to give a
self-maintaining, self-reproducing life cycle coupled to
the energy flow. (By energy, we include material flow,
which enables the energy to be stored and mobilised.)

The approach taken here appears, at first glance, to
diverge significantly from the framework established
by earlier applications of thermodynamics to ecology.
The importance of energy capture and storage – rather
t ring
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cle.
ynamic equilibrium – death by another name – i
e able to capture energy and material from the e
onment to develop, grow and recreate oneself f
oment to moment during one’s life time. The org

sm not only sustains itself dynamically, it also rep
uces future generations, which is part and parc
ustainability.

An organism has physical barriers that sepa
nside from the outside, but never completely. It ca
uestioned whether such physical closure is neces
ore important than physical closure is dynamic c

ure, that enables the organism to store as much e
nd material as possible (a tendency called “centrip

ty” by Ulanowicz, 1997), and to use the energy a
aterial most efficiently, i.e., with the least amoun
aste and dissipation (see later).
The organism has solved its problems of s

ainability over billions of years of evolution. It h
han energy flow – may be appreciated by compa
arth, a planet filled with life and maintained far aw

rom thermodynamic equilibrium as a whole, with o

Fig. 1. Energy flow, energy storage and the reproducing life cy
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neighbouring planet mars, which is at thermodynamic
equilibrium and in all probability, lifeless. Earth has
succeeded in capturing and storing the energy from
the sun through inventing chlorophyll some 3.5 billion
years ago, in the first cyanobacteria.

However,Hannon and Ulanowicz (1987)pointed
out that if one were to look at the entropy balance as cal-
culated from incident and efferent spectra, earth would
stand out as more dissipative than the other planets, or
in other words, it has ‘degraded’ the incoming energy
much more completely. And this would appear contra-
dictory to the claim made earlier that organisms should
use energy with the minimum of dissipation.

But if more of the incoming energy is captured
and stored within the earth ecosystem, as is claimed
here, then it is entirely consistent with efferent spectra
being much more diminished than if the sun’s radi-
ant energy is simply reflected back: a perfect reflect-
ing mirror would be the ‘least dissipative’. There are
obviously deeper conceptual problems that need to be
addressed.

4. Stored energy, exergy and free energy

Fraser and Kay (2002)distinguished between two
ways to represent thermodynamic efficiency from the
perspective of engineering. The most common is the
“first law” sense in terms of the least amount of waste or
dissipation, which appears superficially to be what we
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In order to avoid confusion, we should state right
away that stored energy – to be more explicitly defined
later – though related to exergy is distinct from it.
Stored energy is perhaps closest toJørgensen (1992)
use of the term exergy, in particular, his idea that
ecosystems develop so as to maximise their storage
of exergy.

In general, stored energy is more related to the free
energy defined by chemists and physicists, especially in
the form of Gibbs free energy,G=U+PV−TS, where
U is the internal energy,P, V, T andS are pressure,
volume, temperature and entropy, respectively. In that
respect, the distinction between first and second law
definition of efficiency, of primary importance for engi-
neers, is not relevant to our use here, as the second law
is always subsumed, and assumed to be true; efficiency
can never exceed 100%.

There is another respect in which stored energy is
distinct from exergy. Exergy is relevant to the work-
ings of heat engines and heat transfer. The organism
does not work by heat transfer. To all intent and pur-
poses, it is an isothermal machine (c.f.Morowitz, 1968)
dependent on the direct transfer of molecular energy,
on proteins and macromolecules acting as “molecular
energy machines” (see later). For isothermal processes,
the change in Gibbs free energy is:

�G = �H − T�S

Efficiency as presently defined, requires either that
�Sapproaches 0 (least dissipation), or�Gapproaches
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t extracts as much useful work from that energy be
eleasing it back to the universe; i.e., it releases en
n a more degraded (higher entropy) form. To do
he system usually has to be more dissipative. He
ystems that are efficient in the second law sense o
ord would tend to be more dissipative (Hannon and
lanowicz, 1987).
Fraser and Kay (2002)defined “exergy” as

pseudo-property of maximum useful to-the-de
tate work”. It is considered a “pseudo-prope
ecause the maximum useful work is a function of
nvironment, so its magnitude depends on the g
nvironment. Exergy, originally defined byKestin
1968) is the preferred term used in ecology, and
reat effect (e.g.,Schneider and Kay, 1994).
(free energy conservation, entropy–enthalpy c
ensation, near equilibrium processes, or far from e

ibrium processes, as will be explained later) (seeHo,
995for further details).

It is of interest to examineMatsuno and Swen
on (1999)“consumer-dominated thermodynamic
hich too, predicts the most dissipation. The heat
the consumer – most active and effective in extrac
eat energy from the incoming source will result in

astest or greatest temperature drop.
Consumer-dominated thermodynamics was app

o the idea that life on earth may have originate
ubmarine hydrothermal vents starting from chem
ynthesis of complex biological molecules in
ot vents (Corliss et al., 1979). The hot jet from th
ydrothermal vents comes quickly into contact w
old seawater, which serves as the heat sink. Che
roducts synthesized in the hot vents undergo ab
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cooling once ejected into the cold environment.
According to Matsuno and Swenson (1999), the
surrounding heat sink makes consumer-dominating
thermodynamics operative: “Only the products exhibit-
ing the fastest temperature drop could survive there.”
That statement is ambiguous in view of the argument
following on: which is that those molecules that sur-
vive the sudden drop in temperature best will come to
dominate the mixture. In that case, a more appropriate
statement would have been: “Only the products best at
exploiting the abrupt temperature drop could survive
there.” Such molecules could well be the ones that have
the highest heat capacity, i.e., able to store the highest
amount of energy in the ambient temperature imposed.

It is indeed energy storage and mobilisation at a non-
classical steady state that characterise the sustainable
living system, as will be made clearer below. We are
looking at the energy “consumer” system from within,
to discover how it can lead to the fastest temperature
drop, or appear to “degrade the thermodynamic gradi-
ent” most effectively (Schneider and Kay, 1994).

5. Cycles make sense

The perfect coordination (organisation) of the
organism depends on how the captured energy is
mobilised within the organism. It turns out that energy
is mobilised in cycles, or more precisely, quasi-limit
cycles, which can be thought of as dynamic boxes; and
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Fig. 2. The life cycle of the organism consists of a self-similar fractal
structure of cycles turning within cycles.

yielding energy can transfer the energy directly to those
requiring energy, and the direction can be reversed
when the need arises. These symmetrical, reciprocal
relationships are most important for sustaining the sys-
tem; and our metabolism is actually organised in that
way: closing cycles and linking up.

Fig. 2 is a diagram representing the nested cycles
that span all space-time scales, the totality of which
make up the life cycle of the organism.Ho (1998a)
proposed that the life cycle has a self-similar fractal
structure, so if you magnify each cycle, you will see that
it has smaller cycles within, looking much the same as
the whole. The reason for this will be explained later.

The system effectively stores and mobilises energy
over all space-times that are coupled together. Thus,
energy can get from any space-time compartment to
every other, from the local to the global and vice versa.

This complex nested dynamical space-time struc-
ture of the organism is the secret of its sustainability.
As will be explained below, it maximises the efficiency
and rapidity of energy mobilisation. The degree of
space-time differentiation is directly correlated with
the amount of energy stored. Both these features are
incorporated in the organism’s metabolic network
ascendancy as described byUlanowicz (2003)for
ecosystems.

6. Redefining the second law for living systems

-
t m-
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hey come in all sizes, from the very fast to the v
low, from the global to the most local. Cycles prov
he dynamic closure that is absolutely necessary
ife, perhaps much more so than physical closure.

Biologists have long puzzled over why biologi
ctivities are predominantly rhythmic or cyclic, a
uch effort has gone into identifying the centre of c

rol, and more recently to identifying master genes
ontrol biological rhythms, to no avail.

The organism is full of cycles, possibly beca
ycles make thermodynamic sense. Cycles m
eturning again and again to the same states; an
ntropy is generated in a perfect cycle; in other wo

he system as a whole remains organised. Cycles
ynamic stability as well as autonomy to the org

sm; and this is apparently also the case in ecosys
Ulanowicz, 1983). Moreover, cycles enable the act
ties to be coupled, or linked together, so that th
Physiologist ColinMcClare (1971)made an impor
ant contribution towards reformulating thermodyna
cs so that it can apply to living systems. He propo
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Fig. 3. Stored vs. thermal energy.

that in a system defined by some macroscopic param-
eter, such as temperature,θ, its energies can be sep-
arated into two categories: stored (coherent) energies
that remain in a non-equilibrium state within a char-
acteristic time,τ, and thermal (random) energies that
exchange with each other and reach equilibrium (or
equilibrate) in a time less thanτ (seeFig. 3).

McClare thereby introduced time structure into sys-
tems, with very important consequences. Because there
are now two ways to mobilise energy efficiently with
entropy change approaching zero: very slowly with
respect toτ, so it is reversible at every point; or very
rapidly with respect toτ, so that the energy remains
stored as it is mobilised.

For a process with characteristic timescale of
10−10 s, a millisecond is an eternity, so a ‘slow’ pro-
cess need not be very slow at all to be energy efficient.
Most enzyme reactions therefore could be occurring at
thermodynamic equilibrium. On the other hand, reso-
nant energy transfer is an example of a very fast process
occurring in <10−14 s, so the energy remains stored as it
is transferred. The latter process too, is very important
for living systems. Resonance interactions may coordi-
nate reactions in different parts of the cell. Resonating
molecules attract one another, and could be involved
in the binding of antigen to antibody and enzyme to
substrate (reviewed inHo, 1998a).

Ho (1993, 1995, 1998a)modified and generalised
McClare’s proposal to a characteristic space-time of
energy storage, with some interesting consequences for
t

ly
d red
e her-

malised energies cannot be used to do work, and ther-
malised energy cannot be converted into stored energy.
That statement was obviously wrong, and McClare
received a lot of criticism for it. Thermalised energies
from burning petrol or coal can indeed do work, they
are routinely used to run generators and automobiles,
which is why they are inefficient.

Actually, McClare was not far wrong; his proposal
was incomplete.Ho (1993, 1995)completed his pro-
posal as follows: “Useful work is only done by a
molecular system when one form of stored energy is
converted into another in the same system.” (This may
be compared with theRosen (1991)concept of “self-
entailment”.)

This entails defining a ‘system’ by the extent to
which thermal energies equilibrate within a character-
istic space-time.

Thus, in the case of the automobile, the hot gases
expand against a constraint, the piston, which, in tak-
ing up the thermalized energy, does work against the
system external to the combustion chamber.

This definition of a system is most important for the
nested space-time structure of the organism, which is
in effect partitioned into a hierarchy of systems within
systems defined by equilibration space-times. Thus,
energies thermalised or equilibrated within a smaller
space-time (system) will still be out of equilibrium in
the larger system encompassing the first (seeFig. 4).
So, even though the organism as a whole is far from
thermodynamic equilibrium, its space-time differenti-
a ear-
e

both
r rk.
B to a

F and
n

he living system.
McClare (1971)proposed that, “Useful work is on

one by a molecular system when one form of sto
nergy is converted into another”. In other words, t
tion nevertheless allows for a hierarchy of local n
quilibrium regimes to be maintained within.

Stored energy is thus equivalent to exergy, as
efer to energy that is available for doing useful wo
ut stored energy is explicitly defined with respect

ig. 4. A nested hierarchy of space-times in which equilibrium
on-equilibrium co-exist.
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characteristic space-time, and is hence a real property
of systems rather than a pseudo-property as defined for
exergy (see earlier).

It is intuitively obvious why the nested space-time
differentiation in organisms optimises thermodynamic
efficiency: it allows the organism to simultaneously
exploit equilibrium and non-equilibrium energy trans-
fers with minimum dissipation. It also optimises the
rapidity of energy mobilisation. For example, biochem-
ical reactions depend strictly on local concentrations of
reactants, which could be enormously high, depending
on their extent of equilibration, which is generally quite
restricted. Cell biologists are beginning to take seri-
ously the view that the cell is more like a solid-state, or
more accurately, a liquid crystalline mesophase, where
nothing is freely diffusible, and even the cell water is
organised into polarized multi-layers (reviewed inHo,
1998a; see alsoLing, 2001).

Another point to note is that the more complex the
space-time differentiation, the more coherent energy is
stored within the system. Because the activities are all
coupled together, the energy residence time depends on
how many activities there are within the system. In a
similar way, the generalised space-time system ascen-
dency would gauge these coherencies (Ulanowicz,
2003; see alsoUlanowicz and Ho, 2005).

Finally, and this is crucial, there has to be a structure
to the space-time differentiation, so the activities can
remain mostly distinct and independent, and yet, are
poised to exchange energies with one another. In other
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of the enormous amount of stored, coherent energy
mobilised within the system, but also that this macro-
scopically non-equilibrium regime is made up of a
nested dynamic structure that allows both equilibrium
and non-equilibrium approximations to be simultane-
ously satisfied at different levels.

In that regard, it differs from Prigogine’s (1967)
theory of dissipative structures, which argues for rep-
resenting living systems as regimes far from thermody-
namic equilibrium, andGladyshev (1999)“hierarchic
macrothermodynamics” that regards living systems
as close to thermodynamic equilibrium. The detailed
arguments are presented elsewhere (Ho, 1998a); an
abbreviated version is given below.

8. Dynamic balance on the whole

In the ideal – represented by the healthy mature
organism as well as the healthy mature ecosystem
(Odum, 1969) – the system is always tending towards a
dynamic balance or a non-classical steady state (Fig. 5),
as will be explained shortly. The simple equation,

�S= 0, inside the cycle, says there is an overall
internal conservation of energy and compensation of
entropy so that the system organisation is maintained
and dissipation minimised (Schrödinger’s negentropy);
while the necessary dissipation is exported to the out-
side,
�S> 0.

Internal entropy compensation and energy conser-
v me-
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ords, the energies in different space-time dom
eed to be separately mobilised; and yet be ab
pread from any point to the entire system, and
ersely, converge from all over the system to any po
o (1998a)surmises that a self-similar fractal orga

sation provides such a space-time structure, alth
here is no proof that is the case.

. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium

The ‘thermodynamics of organised complex
escribed above is distinct from previous attem

o apply thermodynamics to living systems. It d
ot say that the living system is to be adequa
escribed by either equilibrium or non-equilibriu

hermodynamics. It says that the organism as a w
s far from thermodynamic equilibrium on accou
ation implies that positive entropy generated so
here is compensated by negative entropy elsew
ithin the organism over a finite time. This is pos
le only if the internal microscopic detailed balanc
very point of classical steady state theory is viola

ig. 5. Dynamic balance of cyclic processes coupled to energy
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Denbigh (1951)defined the steady state as one in
which “the macroscopic parameters such as tempera-
ture, pressure and composition, have time-independent
values at every point of the system, despite the occur-
rence of a dissipative process.” That is far too
restrictive to apply to the living system. Instead,Ho
(1993, 1998a)proposed to define the living system in
homeostasis as a “dynamic equilibrium in which the
macroscopic parameters, such as temperature, pres-
sure and composition have time-independent values
despite the occurrence of dissipative processes.” The
omission of the phrase “at every point of the system” is
significant.

Microscopic homogeneity is not crucial for the
formulation of any thermodynamic state, as the ther-
modynamic parameters are macroscopic entities quite
independent of the microscopic interpretations. Like
the principle of microscopic reversibility, it is extrane-
ous to the phenomenological laws of thermodynamics,
as Denbigh himself had convincingly argued.

It is the organised space-time heterogeneity within
the living system that allows for the necessary ‘free’
variation of the microscopic states within the macro-
scopic thermodynamic constraints. Thus, stability cri-
teria that apply to the system as a whole need not be
satisfied, or stronger yet, cannot be satisfied in every
individual space-time element for all times.

There is also minimum entropy production in sus-
tainable systems. The tendency to conserve coherent
energy and compensate for entropy production within
t ing
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sustainable system to maximise non-dissipative cyclic
flows of energy and minimising dissipative flows.

Ulanowicz (1983)has stressed the importance of
cycles in ecosystems, and has developed a way of sep-
arating the (conserved) cycled flows from the (dissipa-
tive) transit flows. Unlike biochemical cycles in living
organisms, however, ecosystem cycles are not immedi-
ately reversible: prey-predator relationships are almost
always, strictly one-way. Reciprocity is a more general
concept than reversibility, and achieves the same result.
Thus, the prey can effectively “eat” the predator when
the latter dies and decomposes and turns into nutrients
for plants that the prey feeds on.

Maximising non-dissipative cyclic flows will
increase the following: energy storage capacity, which
translates into carrying capacity or biomass; the num-
ber of cycles in the system; the efficiency of energy
use; space-time differentiation, which translates into
biodiversity; balanced flows of resources and energy;
reciprocal coupling of processes. The minimisation of
dissipation will result in reducing entropy production.

These diagnostic criteria are interlinked, so once one
is identified, the others are very likely to follow. Some
support for these criteria is that they are similar to those
Schneider and Kay (1994)have identified for mature,
established ecosystems. They compared the data col-
lected for carbon-energy flows in two aquatic march
ecosystems next to a large power-generating facility in
the Crystal River in Florida (Homer et al., 1976). One of
them, ‘stressed’, was exposed to hot water coming out
o tem-
p d,
w sys-
t cient
u and
3

ying
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t

o
s
H c-
t gets
o ore
d tem-
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e dis-
s the
he system will result in the minimum entropy be
xported to the outside. Intuitively, one can see th
he system were maximally efficient, then it would a
roduce the least dissipation.

From the outside, it would appear that the syste
maximally dissipative” in terms of having “degrade
he energy gradient most effectively. But this igno
he coherent energy stored, not degraded, within
ystem. One way of estimating stored energy is in te
f standing biomass, which also enters into the mea
f system ascendancy (Ulanowicz, 2003).

. Sustainable systems as organisms and
iagnostic signs of sustainability

Ho (1998c)suggested diagnostic criteria of s
ainability or health that depend on the tendency
f the nuclear power station which increased the
erature by 6◦C, the other ‘control’, not so expose
as otherwise similar. They found that the stressed

em captured 20% less energy, made 20% less effi
se of the energy captured, had 50% fewer cycles
4% less biomass than the control.

We shall reanalyse those data in the accompan
ote to extract more explicit diagnostic signs of eco

em health (Ulanowicz and Ho, 2005).
Schneider and Kay (1994)also drew attention t

ome interesting measurements made byLuvall and
olbo (1991)with a NASA thermal infrared multispe

ral scanner from the air, which assess energy bud
f terrestrial landscapes. They found that the m
eveloped the ecosystem, the colder its surface
erature. This is consistent with the maximisation
nergy storage capacity and the minimisation of
ipation (although their own interpretation is that
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more developed ecosystem is more efficient in degrad-
ing the energy gradient (see earlier).

Another indication of the energy efficiency and
potential increase in carrying capacity of sustainable
systems is provided by a comparison of 25 rice cul-
tivation system, of which eight were pre-industrial in
terms of low fossil fuel input (2–4%) and high labour
input (35–78%), 10 were semi-industrial with mod-
erate to high fossil fuel input (23–93%) and low to
moderate labour input (4–46%) and seven were full
industrial with 95% fossil fuel input and extremely
low labour input of 0.04–0.2%. The total output per
hectare in gigajoule (GJ) in the pre-industrial fell into
a low (2.4–9.9) and a high-output (149.3–166.9) sub-
group, with the former one-twentieth to one-fifth of the
full industrial average. However, the output of the high
subgroup was two to three times the full-industrial sys-
tems. The yields of semi-industrial systems were more
homogeneous, with an average of 51.75 GJ, while the
yields of full-industrial systems, even more uniform,
averaged 65.66 GJ.

When the ratio of total energetic output to total input
was calculated, however, the pre-industrial systems
ranged between 6.9 and 11.5, with the figures for the
most productive systems as high as 15.3–29.2. Semi-
industrial systems gave ratios of 2.1–9.7, whereas the
ratios of full-industrial systems were not much better
than unity. These figures illustrate the law of dimin-
ishing returns quite well: there seems to be a plateau
of output per hectare around 70–80 GJ regardless of
t ree
h ina.
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Fig. 6. The coupled flows of the economic and ecological cycles in
a sustainable economic system.

The global economic system will have an intri-
cate structure encompassing many national economies.
Ideally, the intricate structure of the global economy
should look like the many nested subcycles that make
up the organism’s life cycle (seeFig. 2). And each
national economy, in turn, would have its own intri-
cate structure that is self-similar to the global. If the
entire global system is to be sustainable, there has to
be a proper balance between the local and the global,
the same kind of reciprocal, symmetrically coupled
relationships that one finds in organisms that results
in 
�Ss = 0. Furthermore, the global economy is cou-
pled to the global ecosystem, which too, has to have
its own balance, represented by
�Se = 0, so that both
can survive.

The economic globalisation promoted by the rich
countries in the World Trade Organisation is aimed at
removing all barriers to trade, finance and procurement,
which is tantamount to destroying the system’s intri-
cate space-time structure. This inevitably results in the
over-exploitation of the poor, especially in third world
countries, that will impoverish the whole economic sys-
tem. But that is not all.

As the global economic system is embedded within
the global ecosystem, over-exploitation in the global
economy will drive people to use natural resources
at unsustainable rates, so that the global ecosystem
increasingly fails to renew itself. This leads to dimin-
ished input into the economic system so that even more
natural resources will have to be harvested, resulting in
a he
g

er-
h qual
he total input, which is only exceeded in the th
igh-yielding pre-industrial systems of Yunnan, Ch

ntensifying energy input led to a drop in efficien
articularly sharp as input approaches the output

ng, which appeared to conform to the notion o
arrying capacity. So how did the Chinese ach
uch a high yield, thereby contradicting the notion
fixed carrying capacity? Could it be due to the

f farmyard and human manure as organic fert
rs that increased soil organic carbon and hence

ertility?

0. Sustainable economic systems

We can deal with sustainable economic system
mbedding the global economic system in the gl
cosystem (Ho, 1998c) (Fig. 6).
vicious cycle that will ultimately destroy both t
lobal economy and the earth’s ecosystem.

Economic globalisation, coupled with the ov
eated financial and money markets and the une
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terms of trade imposed by rich countries on the poor
are all uncompensated positive entropy that has become
manifest as global warming. Global warming is an
entire conglomerate of correlated changes in the earth’s
climate and resources, which are causing immense
social unrest and upheavals everywhere.

11. Biodiversity and productivity

The model of agriculture promoted by academic sci-
ence for half a century is high yielding monoculture of
the green revolution depending on high inputs: fertiliz-
ers, herbicides, pesticides, not to mention water from
huge irrigation projects, all of which have done untold
damages to the environment, driven small farmers off
the land and into poverty and suicide.

The loss of biodiversity from the monocultures of
the green revolution is tremendous. Of 7000 species
consumed by people, there are 103 species that com-
prise 90% of the world’s food crops, and of those, only
three, rice, wheat and maize provide 50% of the calories
and 56% of the protein (Thrupp, 1998).

What it used to be like – preserved in, among other
places, the Gunung Haliman National Park in West
Java, Indonesia – is a wonderful mix of cultivated fields,
rice terraces, and forest gardens teaming with life and
biodiversity. Biodiversity and productivity go together,
as indigenous farmers everywhere on earth have always
known.
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strong and yield more, make droppings to feed daph-
nia and other small organisms in the water that feed on
the plankton; all of which provide food for the roach.
The azolla or duckweed included as part of the system
is very efficient in fixing nitrogen; it attracted insects,
and is also food for the ducklings. Duckweed is very
prolific; doubling itself every 3 days, so it can be har-
vested for cattle-feed as well. The duckweed spread out
over the surface of the water proving hiding places for
the fish.

At the end of the year, Furano gets a bumper harvest
of 7 t of rice, 300 ducks, 4000 ducklings and countless
fish from 1.4 ha of paddy fields. Another 0.6 ha goes
to produce organic vegetables that feed 100 peoples
beside his family of nine. At that rate, no more than
2% of the population need to farm in order to feed the
entire country. This system is perfect, as it does not
require any weeding.

Since Furano introduced this one-bird revolution
over 10 years ago, more than 10,000 farmers in Japan
have taken it up, and it is spreading fast through
South Korea, Vietnam, the Philippines, Laos, Cambo-
dia, Thailand and Malaysia. Farmers have increased
yield 20–50% or more in the first year. One farmer in
Laos increased his income three-fold.

This and other innovations in traditional farming
methods have exploded the myths that traditional farm-
ing is inefficient and hard work, and small farms are
unproductive. But attitudes are beginning to change.
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Academic ecologists have denied or ignored
or a long time. But evidence has been accumula
n ecology that productivity – rate of production
iomass – generally, though not always goes up
iodiversity (reviewed byHo, 2004a) although the pre
ise causal relationship is still uncertain.

There has been a revival of traditional ecolog
arming all over the world since the 1980s, which
ccompanied by the recovery of indigenous biodi
ity and a lot of innovations.

Takao Furano, a Japanese farmer, has perfect
cological system of rice cultivation in his small fa
ear Fukuoka in Kyushu (Ho, 2004b). It involves intro-
ucing ducklings into the paddy fields planted with
ice seedlings, so they can feed on the insect p
eed seeds and the golden snail (thus turning p

nto resources), aerated the water, provided mec
cal stimulation for the rice plants to grow thick a
2. Biodiversity provides space-time
ifferentiation for energy storage, which is
roductivity by another name

Tilman et al. (2001)reported the results of 7 yea
xperiment in the University of Minnesota, St. Pa
esting how well crops do in monoculture plots co
ared to mixed plots of up to 16 species. They fo

hat plots with more species yielded on average
imes as much as monocultures. Many high dive
lots outperformed the best monoculture plots. And
esults got better in successive years.

The above ground productivity or biomass ten
o saturate at four species in the earlier years, but
n improving in later years. The above ground biom
as correlated with below ground biomass increas

otal biomass also went up. That is good news from
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point of view of sequestering carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere.

Biodiverse fields produce more and are also better
carbon sinks. The effect was mainly due to the num-
ber of species planted: the more diverse the plot the
greater the productivity. It was not a transient effect,
as it improved in successive years, and there seems
to be a genuine complementary relationship between
the plants either because together they make use of
resources better, or they genuinely help one another
out.

This work has generated a great deal of debate,
mostly because mainstream ecologists really do not
believe in ecosystems. They are obsessed with compe-
tition, and see only a world in which individuals within
a species compete as much as different species compete
against one another for space and other resources.

One hypothesis that has been around for a long
time is that diversity is ultimately determined by the
amount of energy available to an ecosystem (Gaston,
2000). Ecologists have long noticed that while a hectare
of tropical rainforest contains some 200–300 species,
the same area of temperate forest contains only 20–30
species.

High proportions of land and freshwater species on
earth do occur in the tropics, which receive the great-
est amount of the sun’s radiated energy. The average
number of species increases from the poles towards the
equator for many groups of organisms including pro-
tists, trees, ants, woodpeckers and primates, and for
d rich-
n red a
m .
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First of all, it is not just the amount of radiant energy
falling on the ecosystem that determines productivity.
It is the energy captured and stored, to make organ-
isms that reproduce, that have life cycles coupled to
the energy flow.

Intuitively, one can see that for the ecosystem to
capture and store a lot of energy, it has to have a
great diversity of organisms and species linked together
through energy exchange, and more importantly, with
life cycles of different sizes, that grow at different
rates. At the bottom, we have bacteria, with very short
life cycles, and at the top, giant redwoods that have
extremely long life times. Not only are the life cycles of
different lengths, species have different spatial distribu-
tions. Each species is playing its part in the ecosystem
by storing the energy captured from sunlight by green
plants.

In the thermodynamics of organised complexity,
productivity and the complexity of space-time differ-
entiation – a correlate of biodiversity – are completely
linked: the more complex the space-time differentia-
tion, the greater the energy stored, which is productivity
by another name.

It also explains why greater energy input does not
necessarily increase productivity (Ho, 2004a,c): if the
energy is supplied at a rate greater than the space-time
differentiation of the system can assimilate, then no
further increase in productivity can occur, as seen in
the rice production systems. An over-abundant supply
of energy can even unbalance the system, leading to a
d phi-
c -
d .
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But that does not seem to be the whole story.

elationship between diversity and productivity w
ound to vary at different spatial scales. At large g
raphical scales, such as across continents in the

atitude, diversity generally increases with produc
ty. At smaller local scales (metres to kilometres),
oes not hold true.

So, another hypothesis is the heterogeneity o
nvironment both spatially and temporally (Ritchie and
lff, 1999), which ecologists believe, ameliorates co
etition, because it allows different species to co-e

n their different environmental niche.
There may be a more fundamental explana

ased on the thermodynamic theory of the organ
resented here.
s
ecrease in space-time differentiation (c.f. “eutro
ation” in Ulanowicz, 1986), and hence a fall in pro
uctivity. That could be relevant to global warming

3. The myth of constant carrying capacity

These findings also explode the myth of cons
carrying capacity’ that have been used to estimate

any people a piece of land, or the earth as a w
an support.

In recent years, African farmers all along the e
f the Sahara, in Nigeria, Niger, Senegal, Burk
aso and Kenya, have been working miracles (Pearce
000), pushing back the desert, and turning the
reen, simply by integrating crops and livest

o enhance nutrient recycling, by mix-cropping
ncrease system diversity, and reintroducing traditi
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water-conservation methods to overcome drought.
Yields of many crops have tripled and doubled,
keeping well ahead of population increases.

In fact, high local population densities, far from
being a liability, are actually essential for providing the
necessary labour to work the land properly, digging ter-
races and collecting water in ponds for irrigation, and to
control weeds, tend fields, feed the animals and spread
manure. In some areas, the population density or carry-
ing capacity went up five-fold, but the land is far more
productive than ever before.

Organisms are the most energy-efficient ‘machines’
by far, a point lost on policy-makers bent on increasing
efficiency by getting rid of workers and introducing
other unsustainable ‘labour-saving’ measures. It is high
time policy-makers learn thermodynamics.
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